• Social Search: a set of techniques focusing on -collecting, processing, and organizing traces of users' past interaction -applying this "community wisdom" in order to improve search-based access to information
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Variables Defining Social Search
• Which users?
-Creators -Consumers
• What kind of interaction is considered?
-Browsing -Searching -Annotation -Tagging
• What kind of search process improvement?
-Off-line improvement of search engine performance -On-line user assistance
The Case of Google PageRank
• Which activity?
• What is affected?
• How it is affected?
• How it improves search?
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How Search Could be Changed?
• Let's classify potential impact by stages
Before search! During search! After search! Improving Search Engine Work
• Search Engine = Crawling + Indexing + Ranking • Can we improve crawling?
• Can we improving indexing?
• Can we improve ranking?
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Improving Indexing
• What is the problem with the classic approach to indexing?
• How indexing can be improved?
Social Indexing: Some Ideas • How Social Wisdom is Used?
